ODU High-Speed-Connections
Satisfy All Standards and Set New Benchmarks

www.odu.de

Features That Have What it Takes:

ODU develops functionally reliable connection
solutions for well-known companies. The result:
high-quality, innovative products for the global
market.
These connection systems offer conclusive
benefits:
–– Very large number of mating cycles for profitability requirements
–– Absolute contact stability for reliable use
–– Easy use for quick action
–– Unmistakable connector position for reliable
work
–– High current-carrying capacity
–– Ruggedness for long-term use
–– Compact construction
–– Use in outdoor area
Data transmission rates are an important criterion
here: Small, reliable and the highest transmission
rates possible – these are the most frequently
encountered requirements for data technology
connectors.
Proven ODU connector series, such as Push-Pull
circular connectors, Modular rectangular connectors and AMC connectors are now suitable for
high-speed use!
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The ODU Program Line Covers Every Need

Contact quality
The proven reliability of the lamella and springwire contacts guarantees optimal transmission
quality.
Environmental resistance
Heat, dirt, water and oil quickly put connection
points out of action. This is why we offer connectors in appropriately sealed models (such as
IP 69 K sealing).
Compact style
High contact density, right-angle connectors and
minimized housing models allow use in the most
compact devices.

Large number of mating cycles
Our connectors can handle up to one million
mating cycles.
Modularity and flexibility
Our modular connection systems offer an extensive program of modules for the transmission of
power, signals, data and media.
Cleaning
Absolute hygiene is a basic requirement for a safe
work sequence in medical centers. Our models
for this area can be sterilized and treated by
autoclave. Disposable connectors are also in the
program.

Special versions

Transfer protocols and transfer rates

<1 Mbit/s

Signal contacts

10 Mbit/s

Special
layout

10 GHz

Fiber optic cable

100 Mbit/s

Typical transfer rates:

1 GHz
Coax (usually analog signals)

1 Gbit/s

Shielded feed through
(usually digital signals)

Special protocol
(for example,
Ethernet)

10 Gbit/s

Special
versions

100 MHz
10 MHz
<1 MHz

Gbit-Ethernet
HDMI
USB 3.0 / Super
Speed USB
Firewire S3200
eSata 2.0/1.5
HD-Video

(1 Gbit/s – 10 Gbit/s)
(8.16 Gbit/s)

Firewire S800
USB 2.0
Firewire S400

(800 Mbit/s)
(480 Mbit/s)
(400 Mbit/s)

Ethernet

(10 Mbit/s – 100 Mbit/s)

VDSL

(52 Mbit/s)

Profi-Bus
USB 1.1
RS 485
FlexRay
CAN-Bus
RS232

(12 Mbit/s)
(12 Mbit/s)
(10 Mbit/s)
(10 Mbit/s)
(1 Mbit/s)
(500 kBit/s)

(4 Gbit/s)
(3.2 Gbit/s)
(3.0 Gbit/s / 1.5 Gbit/s)
(2.4 Gbit/s)
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When the Industrial Standard is Not Enough:

Firewire 400

The usual connectors for common data transfer protocols are
designed for use in areas such as simple office environments.
Harsh conditions, such as dirt, moisture and countless insertions are not expected here.
In order to satisfy the requirements, the connectors are
integrated into existing housings. This leads to problems with size, weight, handling and costs.

HDMI

To suit the requirement:

Ethernet

USB
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ODU Solutions!
The right sizes, flexible configurations, rugged designs

ODU high-speed-connectors, on the other hand,
solve the problem elegantly. They combine a
small size, great flexibility, high number of mating
cycles and absolute transfer reliability in different
connectors.

USB 2.0 and Gigabit-Ethernet combined

The right solution!

2 × 10 Gigabit-Ethernet combined with power

Fast-Ethernet for rail applications
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Know-How is the First Step to Success...

What turns a connector into a high-speed connection? Above all, it is the know-how for details!
The choice of the insulation body material demands special attention. The plastic must be coordinated to the hard environmental conditions,
and also to sensitive high frequency parameters
such as a frequency-stable dielectric constant or
a low dielectric dissipation factor.
Skilled contact arrangement and design and the
addition of compensation regions can optimize
a connection to the point that it is possible to
transmit data rates of up to 10 Gbit/s. Achieving this particularly entails optimization of the
characteristic impedance in order to achieve a
high return loss. When wiring the contact arrangement, it is just as essential to make sure that
crosstalk among the differential pairs is minimized by targeted field control. This allows even
CAT 6A quality to be achieved without the necessity of adding an expensive shield plate.
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... Maintaining all Technologies
Under One Roof is the Second.
PSNEXT
0
–10
–20
–30

CAT 5
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4

The use of simulation programs makes it possible
to eliminate expensive and tedious prototype
construction. It is possible to reach series-production status with the first prototypes in almost all
cases.

–40
Near-end crosstalk in dB

NEXT–50
–60
–70
–80
–90
–100

1
Frequency in MHz

10

NEXT

100

1 000

Return loss
0

–10
–20

The transmission characteristics of a new connector version are measured with a vectorial network
analyzer. The connection’s return loss, insertion
loss, propagation delay, near-end and far-end
crosstalk and coupling attenuation are aligned
with the applicable standards.
The result at the end of this development
process: a new ODU connector that fulfills the
requirements for the transmission of high-speedprotocols and yet is still suitable for use under the
most varied environmental conditions.

CAT 5
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4

–30

Return loss in dB

–40
–50
–60
–70

1
Frequency in MHz

10

100

ODU high-speed-connector
attenuation levels lie considerably
INSERTION
LOST
below the standard limiting values.

INSERTION LOST

1 000

ODU high-speedconnectors are
qualified in accordance with:
–– IEC 11801 : 2010
and EN 50173
–– Universal Bus
Specification,
Rev. 2.0
–– IEEE 1394 : 2008
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Step by Step to the Perfect Connector

Problem definition
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Talk with the customer

Alignment with standards

Design

Clarify the requirements:
–– Required protocol
–– Mechanical requirements
(pressure, mating cycles,
vibration stability, etc.)
–– Application area
–– Cable
–– Device connection

In most cases, we know the
standard specification.
But, for example, if two data
protocols have to be combined into one connection,
further research is necessary
into the applicable standards and the limiting values
for such factors as the
S-parameters, crosstalk and
coupling attenuation.

Adaptation to the required
environmental conditions
(high number of mating
cycles, water resistance,
temperature, vibration resistance, pressure tightness).
ODU has many years of
sound know-how in this
field.

RF simulation

RF measurement

Certification

System solution

In the RF simulation, designs
are reviewed as quickly as
possible with regard to their
use for data transmission.
But before the development
of complex samples that
result in high development
costs,
–– Review of the characteristic impedance
–– Insertion of compensation
regions
–– Calculation of the
S-parameters
–– EMC simulation.

Check of the stipulated
limiting values:
–– S-parameters and
crosstalk
–– Characteristic impedance
using Time Domain
Reflectrometry (TDR)
–– Transfer impedance and
coupling attenuation.

If the customer requests it,
an external test laboratory
can carry out a certification process as long as the
applicable standards do not
impose any restrictions.

The finished solution fulfills
all data transmission para
meters and additionally
offers all special characteristics that are required.
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ODU-MAC Modular Rectangular Connectors:

What characterizes modular rectangular connectors from ODU? The high number of mating
cycles, extreme contact reliability and unlimited
flexibility!
ODU SPRINGTAC contacts allow up to 100,000
mating cycles, or even up to one million, depending on the conditions.
A high number of mating cycles is important
both in testing technology and in medical technology. For example, one MRI patient every 20
minutes means 100,000 mating cycles in 10 years.
Modularity
Because of the flexible assembly possibilities
provided by the modules for the transmission of
data, power, signals, radio frequency, light and
compressed air, it is often possible to combine
many individual connectors into one.
Characteristics
–– Signal, power, high current, fiber optic,
pneumatic, fluid and BUS modules
–– Extremely high number of mating cycles
(> 100,000)
–– Vibration protection
–– Aluminum frame and DIN housing
–– Locking for DIN housing
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For Uncompromising Quality

Various housing versions are available with side and
straight cable outlet, EMC protection and spindle
and lever locking.
Various contact inserts for signals, power transmission and radio frequency.
Frame sizes can be selected freely
(approx. 7.6 mm to 150 mm)
DIN housing for 10 to 34 units
Aluminum frame for 3 to 60 units

Example: Ethernet connector,
shielded feed through:
–– 4 contact positions for
100 Mbit-Ethernet
–– Solder and crimp version
–– Mating cycles: 5,000 to 60,000

Example: 10 Gbit-Ethernet connector,
shielded feed through:
–– 8 contact positions
–– 5,000 mating cycles
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ODU MAC LC Modular Rectangular Connectors:

Profitability, flexibility, capability and ruggedness
characterize these modular rectangular connectors. These product characteristics offer numerous advantages, such as:
–– Simple packaging of the crimp contacts and
modules, also independently of the frame
–– Disassembly of the contacts from the insertion
side
–– Locking in place and dismantling of the
modules in the zinc pressure cast frame
without tools
–– Earth termination with commercially available
cable lugs and earth connection via guide
system
–– Up to 5,000 mating cycles
–– Economical solution
–– High contact density: up to 370 contacts in one
housing.
The ODU MAC LC product series rounds out the
ODU-MAC product program with an economical
and yet powerful connector.
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The Economical Interface Solution

Various housing models available
with spindle and lever locking.

Various contact inserts for
signals, power transmission
and radio frequency.

4 frame sizes:
12, 18, 26 and 37 units
(approx. 51 mm to 111 mm).

ODU MAC LC
USB module

ODU MAC LC
RJ 45 modules
–– Certified for up to
10 Gbit-Ethernet CAT 6A
–– Backward compatible
–– Can be contacted via a
Standard-Ethernet connector.

RJ 45 insert for
ODU MAC LC
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Circular Connectors with Push-Pull Locking:

Advantages of a Push-Pull locking
–– Quick and easy connect and lock
–– Quick and easy separation
–– Blind insertion and separation are easy,
even in hard-to-access locations
–– Low space requirements for devices
–– Unambiguous, certain locking states
–– Low force required
–– Suitable for robots
–– Versatile coding possibilities
Diversity on call
–– Push-Pull connectors made of metal
–– 4 series: L, K, B and F
–– 8 sizes, 1 to 40 contact positions, mixed insert
arrangement; outer diameter 6.5 mm to 42 mm
–– More than 300 catalog inserts
–– Certified to UL, MIL and VDE
–– Solder, crimp, and print termination
–– 5,000 mating cycles
–– IP 50 and IP 68
–– Application specific adjustment possible

ODU MINI-SNAP – size 1
8 contact positions for Gigabit
and Ethernet
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Always a Good Connection

Series L

Series K

Series L
–– Coding via pin and groove
–– LP locking principle with locking fingers
–– Degree of protection: IP 50
Series K
–– Coding via pin and groove
–– LP locking principle with locking fingers
–– Degree of protection: IP 68

Series B

Series F

Series B
–– Coding via pin and groove
–– FP locking principle using conical sleeve
–– Degree of protection: IP 68
–– Sealed with small outer diameter
Series F
–– Coding using half-shells
–– FP locking principle using conical sleeve
–– Degree of protection: IP 50 and IP 68

ODU MINI-SNAP – series K, size 3
Receptacle with strain relief
–– 18 contact positions
–– 14 × 0.7 mm contacts for signal transmission
–– 4 × 0.7 mm contacts in a shielded insert,
100 Mbit-Ethernet
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ODU AMC – Advanced Military Connectors:

ODU AMC – Advanced Military Connectors:
The next connector generation for military
applications.
ODU AMC series properties
–– Push-Pull or Break-Away function
–– Light, small and simple to operate
–– Operating temperature from –51° C to +125° C
–– Optimized mechanical coding
–– Colour coding
–– Easy-Clean version available
–– Rugged and reliable
–– System solution including cable assembly
and overmolding
–– Ready for use even under the most difficult
environmental conditions
–– Blind insertion
–– Excellent shield properties (360°)
–– Watertight (IP 68)
–– More than 5,000 mating cycles

CAT 5E: 1 Gbit/s
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ODU Connectors are Setting the Benchmarks

Push-Pull version

Break-Away version

Easy-Clean version

ODU AMC – developed for military and security technology.

Airborne
data-network
Sea-based
data-network
Land-based
data-network
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Power and Reliability:

Rugged ODU high-speed-connectors for
harsh environmental conditions offer:
–– Transmission rates from 100 Mbit/s
(Fast-Ethernet) to 1 Gbit/s (Gigabit-Ethernet)
–– More than 50,000 mating cycles in the standard
version. Quick-change heads can increase the
number of mating cycles as needed.
–– Low weight thanks to aluminum housing
–– 360° EMC protection
–– 100 % functional reliability under even the most
difficult environmental conditions, such as dust
and dirt
–– Vibration resistance thanks to the proven
ODU contact technology (ODU SPRINGTAC)
–– Temperature resistance
–– Simple assembly
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Rugged ODU High-Speed-Connectors

Application specific development for
military applications:
–– LVDS signal
–– Compact design
–– System supplier.

ODU DOCK docking connector with
MAC adaptor:
–– 4 contact positions for
100 Mbit-Ethernet
–– Solder and crimp version
–– Available in various sizes
–– Different inserts available for up
to 10 Gbit-Ethernet.

ODU connectors, for example,
for railway couplings:
–– Data rates up to 100 Mbit-Ethernet
–– Aluminum housing
–– 360° shielding.
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Markets for High-Speed Data Transmission:

ODU means quality, flexibility and reliability. That’s the reason why customers
of all areas trust in our products:
–– Automotive
–– Energy
–– Industrial
–– Medical
–– Measuring and testing
–– Military and security.

Connection for a pipeline inspection system.
A small, pressure-tight connection transmits the
data rates according to FireWire 800 with power
contacts in a shock-proof and vibration-proof
design.
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Applications for Demanding Tasks

Figure at the left:
Interface for high quality
office communication

Figure in the middle:
Measuring system from
MICRO-EPSILON – CSP 2008
universal controller
Figure at the right:
CSP 2008 RS422 expansion
terminal from MICRO-EPSILON

Diagnosis data are transmitted and evaluated online in
medical technology. ODU
connectors ensure reliable
connections.

Connectors in the military
sector are subject to the
harshest conditions. Dirt,
moisture and careless
handling are the order of
the day.
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100, 1,000 or 10,000 Mbit?
ODU solutions fulfill all common system requirements

Our high-speed-connectors meet all the requirements for use with common Industrial Ethernet
protocols. Whether EtherCAT or Profinet – with
ODU connectors you will never run into speed
limits.
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100 MBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

100 Mbit-Ethernet Connectors

100 MBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

Backward compatible with 10 Mbit-Ethernet
NEXT
0

FAST-ETHERNET

–10
–20
–30

Tested in accordance with IEC 11801 : 2010
CAT 5 connectors (comparable to EN 50173
and IEC 61935).

–40
Near-end crosstalk in dB

NEXT–50
–60

CAT 5 connectors in accordance with IEC 11801 : 2010

ODU connectors

–70
–80
–90
–100

1
Frequency in MHz

NEXT

10

100

Insertion Loss

0,00
–0,05
–0,10

Modules/inserts
Sizes 0 + 1 + 2

ODU connectors
CAT 5 connectors in accordance

–0,15 with IEC 11801 : 2010
–0,20
–0,25
Insertion loss in dB

–0,30
–0,35
–0,40
–0,45
–0,50

S-parameters @ 100 MHz
Return Loss
< –30 dB
Insertion Loss
> –0.10 dB
NEXT
< –48 dB
FEXT
< –50 dB
Delay
< 1.25 ns

1
Frequency in MHz

INSERTION LOST

INSERTION LOST

10

100

Usable cables
Cable diameter
– Size 0
– Size 1
– Size 2
Categories
		
Design
Wires

max. 4.2 mm
max. 6.2 mm
max. 9.9 mm
CAT 5, CAT 6, CAT 6A,
CAT 7, CAT 7A
UTP, S/UTP, S/STP, SF/FTP
4

Mating cycles
ODU MINI-SNAP
ODU AMC
ODU-MAC
ODU MAC LC

5,000
5,000
100,000
5,000

Other protocols
Can also be used for all common Industrial
Ethernet protocols, such as Varan, Ethernet/IP, EtherCAT, Powerlink, Sercos, Profinet.
Designs
Crimp contact, solder contact and print contact
Certification
IEC 11801 – CAT 5 Component
RoHS 2002/95/EC
Can be used in the product series
ODU AMC, MINI-SNAP L, K, B, MAC and MAC LC
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1 GBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

1 Gbit-Ethernet Connectors

1 GBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

Backward compatible with 100 Mbit-Ethernet
NEXT
0

GIGABIT-ETHERNET

–10
–20
–30

Tested in accordance with IEC 11801 : 2010
CAT 5 connectors (comparable to EN 50173
and IEC 61935).

–40
Near-end crosstalk in dB

NEXT–50
–60

CAT 5 connector in accordance with IEC 11801: 2010

ODU connectors

–70
–80
–90
–100

1
Frequency in MHz

NEXT

10

100

Insertion Loss

0,00
–0,05
–0,10

Modules/inserts
Sizes 1 + 1,5 + 2

ODU connectors
CAT 5 connector in accordance with

–0,15 IEC 11801: 2010
–0,20
–0,25
–0,30
Insertion loss in dB

S-parameters @ 100 MHz
Return Loss
< –30 dB
Insertion Loss
> –0.15 dB
NEXT
< –50 dB
FEXT
< –55 dB
Delay
< 1.25 ns

–0,35
–0,40
–0,45
–0,50

1
Frequency in MHz

INSERTION LOST

INSERTION LOST

10

100

Usable cables
Cable diameter
– Size 1
– Size 1.5
– Size 2
Categories
		
Design
Wires

max. 4.2 mm
max. 8.0 mm (only AMC)
max. 9.9 mm
CAT 5, CAT 6, CAT 6A,
CAT 7, CAT 7A
S/UTP, S/STP, SF/FTP
8

Mating cycles
ODU MINI-SNAP
ODU AMC
ODU-MAC
ODU MAC LC

5,000
5,000
100,000
5,000

Other protocols
Can also be used for all common Gigabit-Ethernetcapable Industrial Ethernet protocols, such as
EtherCAT.
Designs
Crimp contact, solder contact and print contact
Certification
RoHS 2002/95/EC
IEC 11801-CAT5 Component
Can be used in the product series
ODU AMC, MINI-SNAP L, K, B, MAC and MAC LC
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10 GBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

10 Gb/s

10 Gbit-Ethernet Connectors

10 GBit-Ethernet Steckverbinder

Backward compatible with 1 Gbit-Ethernet

CAT6A
10 Gb/s

NEXT
0

10 GIGABIT-ETHERNET

–10
–20
–30

Tested in accordance with IEC 11801:2010 CAT 6A
connectors (comparable to EN 50173).

–40
Near-end crosstalk in dB

NEXT–50
–60

CAT6A connector accorcding to IEC 11801: 2010

–70

ODU connectors

–80
–90
–100

1
Frequency in MHz

10

NEXT

100

1000

Insertion Loss

Modules/inserts
Size 2

0,00
–0,05
–0,10
–0,15

CAT 6A connector according to IEC 11801: 2010

ODU
connectors

–0,20
–0,25
Insertion loss in dB

–0,30
–0,35
–0,40

10 Gb/s

–0,45
–0,50

1
Frequency in MHz

INSERTION LOST

10

100

CAT6A
10 Gb/s

INSERTION LOST

S-parameters @ 600 MHz
Return Loss
< –20 dB
Insertion Loss
> –0.40 dB
NEXT
< –40 dB
FEXT
< –45 dB
Delay
< 1.25 ns

1000

Usable cables
Cable diameter
– Size 2
Categories
Design
Wires

max. 9.9 mm
CAT 6A, CAT 7, CAT 7A
S/UTP, S/STP, SF/FTP
8

Mating cycles
ODU MINI-SNAP
ODU AMC
ODU-MAC
ODU MAC LC

5,000
5,000
100,000
5,000

Designs
Crimp contact, solder contact and print contact
Certification
RoHS 2002/95/EC
Can be used in the product series
ODU AMC, MINI-SNAP L, K, B, MAC and MAC LC
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USB 2.0 Steckverbinder

USB 2.0 Connectors

USB 2.0 Steckverbinder

Backward compatible with USB 1.0
Delay
3.0 E-08

USB 2.0

USB 2.0 channel according to Universal Serial Bus specification Rev. 2.0

2.5 E-08

Tested in accordance with Universal Serial Bus
Specification Rev. 2.0 : 2000 (including 4 m cable).

2.0 E-08
ODU connectors

1.5 E-08
Delay

S-parameters @ 400 MHz
Return Loss
< –10 dB
Insertion Loss
> –5.00 dB
Delay
< 20 ns
Impedance
90 Ω ± 15 Ω

Delay in s

1.0 E-08
0.5 E-08
0.0 E-08

0
50
Frequency in MHz

100

150

Delay

200

250

300

350

400

Modules/inserts
Size 00 + 0

Insertion Loss

0,00
USB 2.0 channel according to

–1,00 Universal Serial Bus specification Rev. 2.0
–2,00
–3,00
ODU
connectors

Insertion loss in dB

–4,00
–5,00
–6,00
–7,00
1,0
Frequency in MHz

INSERTION LOST

10,0

100,0

1000,0

Usable cables
Cable diameter
– Size 00
– Size 0
Wires

max. 3.5 mm
max. 4.2 mm
4

Mating cycles
ODU MINI-SNAP
ODU AMC
ODU-MAC
ODU MAC LC

5,000
5,000
100,000
5,000

Designs
Crimp contact and print contact
Certification*
RoHS 2002/95/EC
Can be used in the product series
ODU AMC, MINI-SNAP L, K, B, MAC and MAC LC

INSERTION LOST
* Certification by the USB organization is not possible because exact compliance with the standard
USB plug size is required in order to pass the
compliance test completely. All data transmission
specifications for USB connections are satisfied in
full.
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Firewire S400 Steckverbinder

Firewire S400 Connectors

Firewire S400 Steckverbinder
Crosstalk-Channel
0

FIREWIRE

–10
–20 Firewire S400 – channel according to IEEE 1394-1995
–30

Tested in accordance with IEEE1394 : 1995
(including 4.5 m cable).

–40

NEXT–50

ODU connectors

Crosstalk in dB

–60

S-parameters @ 400 MHz
Crosstalk
< –55 dB
Insertion Loss
> –2 dB
Impedance
110 Ω ± 6 Ω

–70
–80
–90
–100
100
150
Frequency in MHz

NEXT

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Modules/inserts
Size 0

Insertion Loss Channel

0,00

ODU connectors

–2,00
–4,00

Firewire S400 – channel according to IEEE 1394-1995

Insertion loss in dB

–6,00
–8,00
–10,00
–12,00
100
150
Frequency in MHz

INSERTION LOST

200

250

300

350

400

Usable cables
Cable diameter
– Size 0
Wires

max. 4.2 mm
4

Mating cycles
ODU MINI-SNAP
ODU AMC
ODU-MAC
ODU MAC LC

5,000
5,000
100,000
5,000

Designs
Crimp contact and print contact
Certification
RoHS 2002/95/EC
Can be used in the product series
ODU AMC, MINI-SNAP L, K, B, MAC and MAC LC

INSERTION LOST
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ODU Steckverbindungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG

ODU France
Phone:
+33 1 3935-4690
E-Mail:
odu@odu.fr

ODU USA
Phone:
E-Mail:

Pregelstr. 11
84453 Mühldorf a. Inn
Germany

ODU Scandinavia
Phone:
+46 176 18261
E-Mail:
sales@odu.se

ODU Shanghai Trading
Phone:
+86 21 58347828-106
E-Mail:
oduchina@odu.com.cn

Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

ODU UK
Phone:
E-Mail:

+49 8631 6156-0
+49 8631 6156-49
zentral@odu.de

+1 805 4840540
sales@odu-usa.com

+44 1509-266-433
sales@odu-uk.co.uk

Other qualified representatives
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www.odu.de/sales
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